
Explore a New Electronics Device – Create a Circuit and Characterize the Device with Arduino 

Step 1: Picking Your Device and List Your Goals 

1. Select the device you will work with from the inventory of possible devices (some may require 

sharing with others) 

2. What are your goals for understanding the device? 

a. Give a numbered list of goals you plan to achieve 

i. E.g. determine min and max workable voltage to operate the device 

b. Consider both electrical characteristics and control options and methods (what you will do 

with your Arduino program 

3. That’s all that is need to complete Part 1.  Turn in your plan as a simple text file in something easy to 

read on the university machines ( .doc, .docx, .pdf) 

Step 1.5: Learning How to Use without Breaking! 

1. Research your device by model number, details. Find a data sheet or other characteristics. For some 

of the devices I will have a starting point.  Will distribute in class. 

2. Determine the initial circuit you will use to start your work.  Decide on voltage(s) you will use.  

Design the correct resistance. DECIDE HOW TO AVOID DAMAGE TO YOUR DEVICE! 

3. Draw your circuit in Visio or Fritzing.  Turn in the circuit drawing, include notes on what you have 

calculated.  Show *all* values necessary (volts, ohms, etc.)  Include in a comment  (or use a separate 

document if you wish), links to data sheet and other information on the device. 

4. Turn in the circuit schematic and other information as instructed. 

 

Step 2: Complete your Characterization of the Device and Generate a Report 

1. Draw additional circuit diagram(s) and show the various options you worked with successfully.  

Include notes and hints for others.  Use Visio or Fritzing. 

2. Write one or more Arduino programs to exercise your device fully 

3. Turn in your report using the template and include all software too. Use this template for the final 

report on your work  

http://people.cs.luc.edu/whonig/comp-366-488/course-

materials/assignments/ReportTemplateArduinoInvestigation.rtf/view 

http://people.cs.luc.edu/whonig/comp-366-488/course-materials/assignments/ReportTemplateArduinoInvestigation.rtf/view
http://people.cs.luc.edu/whonig/comp-366-488/course-materials/assignments/ReportTemplateArduinoInvestigation.rtf/view
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